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Materials List

Items with ***asterisks*** will be provided by the instructor.

**Items you will need immediately:**
- Drawing Pads 14”x17” and 18”x24”, 50lb. minimum, tape bound
- 36”x10 yards roll of 70lb. bright white drawing paper
- Box of 500 sheets of good quality bond paper (may be Xerox paper)
- Sketchbook (size of your choice – recommended approx. 8”x10” drawing pad)
- ***Black and White Construction Paper 12”x18”***
- Elmer’s glue 8 oz.
- Glue stick, medium or large
- Masking tape ¾”
- Two-sided ½” tape
- Drafting tape or drafting dots
- Clear push pins, 100 pack
- Pencils 5B-5H set & 6B and 6H OR Lead Holder OR Mechanical Pencil with various leads (6B-6H)
- Pencil sharpener or, if you use lead holder, lead sharpener
- White Foam Core 3/16”x40x60 (3-6 sheets, TBD)
- White Foam Core 1/8”x32x40 (2 sheets)
- X-acto knife and blades
- Kneaded eraser
- Pink and White vinyl eraser
- Architect’s scale ruler
- Metal ruler 24” aluminum w/ cork backing
- Metal ruler 36” stainless steel (cutting edge) or “aluma” aluminum
- Cutting surface (could be 1/8” cardboard) or 24”x36” cutting mat
- T square 36” metal
- Triangles 30-60 degrees, 45 degrees (9” minimum, recommended 12”)

**Items you will need eventually:**
- 24” roll yellow or white tracing paper
- Charcoal sticks, compressed and vine (soft, medium, and hard)
- Blending stumps for charcoal (small and medium)
- Workable fixative spray
- Desk cover “Vyco” or “Borco” 36”x48”